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Government, in view of the vacillating attitude of the Ccm-
sulta, not to renew the alliance with Italy. Gnmt Montshad
never believed that Italy would remain loyal to hot alliance
in case of \vut-
As early as the Algeeiras Conference he had foreseen, from
what lie regarded as her disloyal attitude, what was to be
expected from this ally in the hour of danger.
Jvlonts appears even in his Roman days to have regarded
Turkey as a possible ally of Germany in place of Italy. He
reported to Berlin the advisability of reforming, strengthening
and reorganising thai; country with a view to an alliance*
But Bulow, who was Imperial Chancellor at; the time,
though not deaf to the Ambassador's reports, nevertheless
persisted against the lattct's advice in remaining loyal to
Italy.
When I heard Count Mont s facing the disagreeable reality
at: a time when other Germans were talking of Italy in terms
of sentimental friendship, I was reminded of another German
diplomat, Herr von Miihlberg, who was Prussian Minister at
the Curia from 1908 until the end of the war, I used to take
long walks with him at Matricnbad during the summers
preceding the war, and ho would recount to me in very apt
and striking terms the impressions he had formed in Rome.
I had heard him then describe Italy as a thoroughly unreliable
partner, and even in certain circumstances a potential enemy.
Yet few men have loved Rome mote than did this German
diplomat.
Count Moats was of different stamp.   He was a Prussian
from Silesia, without a trace of scntimuuality.   Sharp of
tongue and sometimes extremely brusque with people he did
not take to, however important they might be, he had a
thoroughly practical mind and his keen glance appears to
have discerned deep-lying intentions in Rome.   He too saw
through that cold and calculating statesman Tittoni and the
men of his stamp.
But in the months immediately preceding Italy's entry
into the war, he was as little able as I to read the riddle of the
Italian sphinx. His deep-rooted antipathy to Billow, whom
he always judged very severely, led him to the view that the
mission in Italy, which had been entrusted to the latter some
time after the outbreak of the World War, was bound to fail,

